


Each child is unique and special. Each child has different abilities.

Every parent or caregiver should spend time with their child to
stimulate and to create opportunities for learning.

As children grow, there are specific behaviours, skills or tasks that they
should be able to do at specific ages — these are called developmental
milestones. Although each child develops and learns at their own pace,
developmental milestones help parents, teachers and professionals to
identify if there are areas your child is struggling with and may require
support for.

Children need to have mastered certain skills in their development
before going to school so that they can cope. And you as a
parent/caregiver can play a big role in this, by giving your child many
opportunities to learn and explore at home.

Our government developed a document called the National Curriculum
Framework (NCF) which is a guideline for early childhood development
(ECD) centres to follow in order to improve children’s learning
experiences, enhance development in a holistic manner and lay a solid
learning foundation. It focuses on four different age groups: 0-18
months, 18-36 months, 3-4 years and 4-5 years.

The NCF also identifies six Early Learning Developmental Areas (ELDAs),
which are specific areas of development. Each ELDA has aims that
should be used as guidelines when planning activities according to the
children’s age and stage of development.

Even if your child is unable to attend a crèche, you as a parent can help
your child be more ready for school by following the activities in this
book.



This book gives you many different ideas of how you can use household
items and play to help your child to learn and develop according to the
standards of the NCF.

On the next page you will see that each ELDA has an icon. These icons
will be used to show you which area is being focused on during an
activity. The main ELDA will be in a big flag next to the activity.

This book will show you how to use things you have around your house.
If you do not have something that is needed for an activity, find
something that will work. For example, instead of using a Koki you can
use an eyeliner, lipstick or coffee and water paste. Be creative and
problem solve!

If your child finds an activity too easy, you can do the activity from the
older age group. Or make it more difficult by helping less.

If your child finds an activity too difficult, do the activity from the
younger age group. Or make it easier by helping more.

You may need to do one activity over and over, that is how your child
will learn the best. Help your child not to give up. Praise your child often.
Be patient. In the end your child will feel so proud of his / her work.

HAVE FUN LEARNING TOGETHER THROUGH PLAY!

Please share your feedback with us!

Website: thelearninginitiative.org

Email: info@thelearninginitiative.org

Facebook: TheLearningInitiativeNPO

Instagram: thelearninginitiative



! ELDA 1 — Well-Being
The emotional, social and physical aspects of a child’s development all
form part of well-being. Enjoying physical activities, being well-nourished,
having a secure and supportive relationship with the caregiver, living in a
safe and secure environment and learning to respond to difficult
circumstances (resilience) all have a positive influence on a child’s well-
being. When children have good health and feel secure and content, then
they are motivated to learn.

" ELDA 2 — Identity and Belonging
Identity is a child’s understanding of who they are, what they can and
cannot do, and what they like and dislike. Relationships with adults
(practitioners, family and community members) and other children are
important when a child is discovering themselves as they start to see
similarities and differences.
A sense of belonging helps children to develop their identity (where and
whom they belong to). This allows them to develop secure relationships
with others.
When children see themselves as capable and confident and they develop 
a strong sense of self-care, they can build strong relationships with other 
children and adults. 

# ELDA 3 — Communication
From the moment when children are born, most can communicate.
However, the communication looks different at different ages. For
example, new-born babies communicate their needs through crying
whereas toddlers will start to use non-verbal language and sounds to
communicate. Adults listen and respond which builds trust and a feeling
of belonging.
Communication is key for children to make sense of their world. Children
need to be able to understand what is being said, and they need to be
understood by others. Children need to be able to express themselves
clearly and confidently in all areas of their life. Communication is the
foundation of relationships and is vital for learning, play and social
interaction.



! ELDA 4 — Exploring Mathematics
Understanding mathematical concepts help us make sense of the world.
When exploring mathematics, children learn about numbers and
counting, they learn to solve problems and how to use and understand
shapes, patterns, time and measurement. We use maths every day of
our life -for example when working with money, when cooking or planning
a party. Children therefore need lots of opportunities to explore and to
develop mathematical thinking.

" ELDA 5 — Creativity
When being creative, children produce new and useful ideas to create
solutions to problems and challenges. To learn to be creative and
innovative children should be encouraged to ask questions such as ‘What
is happening here?’ ‘Why is it happening?’ ‘What can we do about it?’
‘What if I ….?’ Young children are curious and want to learn about what is
around them. Children should be able to create solutions through problem
solving and using their imagination.

# ELDA 6 — Knowledge and Understanding of the World
A big part of learning for children involves finding out themselves how the
world works. From small they are curious and want to explore the world.
As a parent or caregiver you need to create many opportunities for your
child to investigate the world around him/her. Let your child explore, build
and experiment. Talk to your child about what he/she sees, how things
work and why things happen. As your child gains a better understanding
of the world, he/she will become more confident and more interested in
learning.



• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)

- Sit at a table, put your child 
into a feeding chair or on your 
lap

- Place a tray in front of your child with different age 
appropriate food items (e.g. pap, cooked veg, etc.) 
and let your child eat using his/her hands feeling the 
different textures of the different foods

- Talk to your child about the food, using describing 
words like "red," "cold," "squishy“, “soft”. 

- Although your child will not speak back to you this 
activity will help your child learn about new words, 
feelings, tastes and smells

Note: This activity should only be done if your child is already 
eating solids.

!
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• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)

- Gather different flavoured food 
items from your kitchen, e.g. 
salt, sugar, beef stock, lemon, 
orange, ginger, tomato, peanut 
butter, jam etc., and place a 
small teaspoon full of each 
item into different tubs or on 
lids/small plates

- Let your child smell and then taste the different 
flavours

- Talk about the different flavours, what the food looks 
like, its colour and texture

- Blindfold your child and let him/her smell and taste 
again, asking him/her after each flavour if he/she liked 
the taste or not

!
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What you need:

• Any food 
items

What you need:

• Different 
flavoured 
food items

• Small tubs or 
lids

• Blindfold

$



Eat together as a family as often as you can. Eating together makes your child feel loved and 
part of the family. Use the time to talk and to teach your child about family values and 

traditions. 

• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)

- Involve your child in preparing 
different meals throughout the 
day

- Spark your child’s imagination 
by pretending that you are 
chefs making a meal together 
for the rest of the family

- He/she can also pretend to be a waiter/waitress and 
set the table any way he/she wants to

- Let your child ask the family members what they 
would like to ‘order’ and then help your child serve 
the meal and drinks

- When eating ask your child to describe the food like a 
chef using words such as ‘spicy’, ‘hot’, ‘smooth’ etc.

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Put a bean between to pieces 

of cotton wool or place it in a 
folded piece of toilet paper

- Place the cotton wool with the 
bean inside into a small plastic 
bag or egg carton cup

- Put a few drops of water onto 
the cotton wool and keep it 
wet (but not soaked) for the 
next few days

- Your beans need some sunlight to grow, if you used a 
plastic bag, tape it to a window and if you used a egg 
carton cup, place it near the window

- Watch the bean sprout and grow and when your 
bean is big enough, plant it in soil

- Talk about what you have seen throughout the 
process

!
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What you need:
• Beans  
• Water

• Cotton 
wool/Toilet 
paper

• Small plastic 
bag/egg 
carton cup

What you need:
• Any Food
• Pot
• Plates
• Cutlery
• Kitchen 

Utensils

&



• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Gather a few of the same food 

items e.g. three potatoes, two 
onions, two butternuts, etc. 

- Put all the items mixed 
together into a 
box/bag/crate/basket

- Ask your child to sort the items 
according to what they are e.g. 
all the potatoes together, all 

the onions together, all the butternuts together, etc.

- You can also sort according to their weight by 
making a simple scale hanging a plastic bag on each 
side of a coat hanger

- Put an item inside one bag, and see what weighs the 
same by filling the other bag (you can also use this 
opportunity to talk to your child about the correct 
quantity of foods to eat to be healthy e.g. “You need 
to eat fruits and vegetables — let’s see how many 
apples we need so that they weigh the same as a 
butternut.”

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)

- Cut up different food items 
(include fruit and vegetables) 
that you have at home into 
different shapes for your child 
to eat

- While cutting them up, ask your child to sit with you 
and talk about the different items e.g. “This apple is 
green”, “This peach is hairy”, “Fruits are healthy”, etc. 
Let your child experience/touch what you are talking 
about e.g. “Taste the crunchy apple”, “Feel this hairy 
peach”, etc.

- Use peanut butter as a ‘glue’ to put the cut pieces of 
food items together and food colouring to add detail 
to build/create tasty bugs for your child to eat

- You can even ask your child to make his/her own bug 
to eat to excite his/her imagination
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What you need:

• Any food 
items to eat

• Food 
colouring

What you need:

• Any food 
items

• Box/bag/ 
crate/basket

• Coat hanger
• Plastic bag x2



• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)
- Place a mirror in front of your 

child so that he/she can see 
his/her own face 

- Play peak-a-boo, holding the 
mirror so that your child can see 
his/her face and then moving it 
so that he/she cannot see 
his/her face. Do this over and 
over so that your child 

tries to find his/her own face in the mirror
- Make funny faces in the mirror for your child to see 

e.g. wrinkle your nose, stick out your tongue, widen 
your eyes, etc.

- As your child gets older:
- Ask him/her to copy your funny faces 

- Ask him/her to point to different body parts e.g. nose, hair, eyes, etc. (If 
your child needs help, you can stand behind and gently move his/her 
hand to the body part, while you say the name out loud to help your 
child to learn where different body parts are and what they are called)

- Let him/her clap hands to a tune so that he/she can see himself/herself 
making the movement in the mirror

!
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• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)
- Make different colours of body 

paint by mixing flour, body 
lotion, water and food colouring

- Place a mirror and different 
colours in different containers 
in front of your child

- Ask your child to paint pictures 
on the mirror using the body 
paint

- Your child can use one finger for 
some pictures and both hands 
for others to allow your child to 
explore paint in different ways

- While painting pictures, talk to your child about:
- The colours that he/she is using
- The pictures that he/she is drawing
- The texture of the body paint
- The smell of the body paint

!
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What you need:
• Mirror (use a 

plastic one —
you can also 
make your 
own mirror 
using tinfoil)

What you need:

• Mirror (you 
can also use a 
window with 
tinfoil behind)

• 2 tablespoons 
flour

• 1 teaspoon 
body lotion

• 1 teaspoon 
water

• Food colouring

%



It is important for your child to develop a sense of self. Self awareness includes knowing 
yourself, knowing your actions and your feelings. If you understand who you are, you can 

understand others easier and can start to see similarities and differences between yourself 
and other people. 

• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)
- Let your child make his/her own 

mirror

- On a piece of cardboard, draw 
the shape of a mirror that your 
child likes and cut it out

- Cut a smaller piece of tin foil for 
the ‘glass’ and glue it onto your 
child’s cardboard mirror

- Ask your child to decorate the front and back of the 
mirror using crayons or any craft materials

- Use the mirror to talk to your child about what 
he/she sees in the mirror

- Talk about what he/she looks like, count the number 
of eyes, ears, nose, etc. 

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Use a Koki (you can also use 

lipstick, eyeliner or paint) and 
draw your child’s first letter of 
his/her name on a mirror

- Let your child trace the letter 
to erase the mark, while saying 
the sound of the letter e.g. 
“SSSS”

- Now draw the letter again and 
ask your child to decorate it 
using the crumpled-up paper 
balls/ beans/lentils

- While your child is busy decorating his/her initial 
letter focus on your child’s initial letter, using the 
sound of the letter, e.g. “SSS for Sammy”

Note: If your child is confident in his/her initial letter, you can also 
use this activity to practise other letters in your child’s name. 

!
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What you need:
• Mirror
• Koki
• Crumpled up 

paper balls/ 
beans/lentils 
(anything you 
can use on 
the mirror)

What you need:
• Cardboard
• Crayons
• Scissors
• Tinfoil
• Glue

#



• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Let your child sit in front of a 

mirror and look at himself/herself

- Help your child to describe what 
he/she sees e.g. ”I see two eyes”, 
“I see a nose in the middle 

of my face” , ”My hair is long” etc.

- Place a piece of paper and crayons in front of your 
child

- Ask your child to look at himself/herself carefully in 
the mirror and to draw a picture of himself/herself 
using the crayons and paper

- After your child has finished his/her picture ask 
him/her questions about his/her body parts on the 
picture e.g. “Where are your arms?” , “Where is your 
neck?”, “How many ears do you have?” etc. 

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Let your child stand in front of a 

mirror and look at himself/herself
- Ask your child to find and to 

point to some body parts e.g. 
”Where are your eyes?”, “Show 
me your mouth” , ”Where are 
your shoulders?” etc.

- Let your child sit at a table and
place paper and crayons in front of your child

- Ask your child to draw some body parts( e.g. eyes, 
mouth, ears, etc.) and to cut them out

- Once finished drawing and cutting out the body 
parts, let your child stand in front of the mirror again 

- Ask your child to point to a specific body part, e.g. 
“Show me your eyes”. Once your child has pointed to 
the correct part, let your child find the same drawn 
body part. Using some Prestik, ask him/her to paste 
the body part in the right spot in the reflection of 
his/her body in the mirror (repeat with each body 
part drawn)

!
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What you need:
• Mirror
• Paper
• Crayons
• Scissors 
• Prestik

What you need:
• Mirror
• Paper
• Crayons

#



• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)

- Read a simple book to your 
child, focusing more on the 
pictures than reading the story

- Try to change your voice throughout the book to 
make it more interesting

- If your child makes sounds and words repeat them in 
a playful way

- As your child gets older: 
- Ask your child to find specific pictures in the book e.g. “Can you find the 

cat?”, “Where is the big tree?”, “What can you see on this page?” etc.

- Ask your child to make different sounds e.g. “Bark like the dog” , “Make 
the sound of the wind in a tree — shhhhhshhhhh.” etc.

- You can even ask your child to act out a scene in the book e.g. “Pretend 
you are the dog”, “Pretend to be the tree and use your arms for the 
leaves pretending to move them like in the story”, etc.

!
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• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)
- Read a simple short book to 

your child, focus more on the 
story and what is happening in 
the story

- Break down big words or change them to make it 
easier to understand for your child

- Try to change your voice throughout the book to 
focus on the different things that happen in the 
story 

- Read the whole book uninterrupted once and then 
page through the book again to ask your child to 
point out answers to your questions e.g. “Where is 
the bunny?” , “Where it the tree?” etc. 

- Link stories from your past or facts about your family 
to the book e.g. “Just like the bunny, Mommy also 
loves chocolate. Do you love chocolate?” , “The man in 
the story is a fireman just like daddy.” , “The boy in 
the story likes the colour blue. Do you also like the 
colour blue?” etc.  

!
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What you need:

• Reading book

What you need:

• Reading book



• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)
- Read a simple book to your child
- Break down big words or change 

them to make it easier to 
understand for your child

- Try to change your voice throughout the book to 
focus on the different things that happen in the 
story 

- Read the whole book uninterrupted once and then go 
through the book again to ask ‘who/what/when/ 
why/how’ questions on each page e.g. “Who ate the 
cake?” , ”What did the bunny do?” , “When did they 
got to sleep?” , “Why is the girl happy?” , “How did 
the dog get into the road?”  (make sure the 
questions you ask are easy to answer for your child 
and are linked to the story)

- Once you have read the book many times and your 
child is familiar with the story, act the story out 
together for the rest of the family. Allow your child 
to choose which role he/she wants to act out. Let 
your child be creative, dress up and use different 
props (e.g. chairs, toys, etc.) for the play

What you need:

• Reading book

Reading is a special time for you and your child to bond. Reading helps your child to develop 
language and promotes your child’s imagination, creativity and thinking skills. You can read the 
same book over and over without your child getting bored. You can even make up own stories 

in your home language using the pictures in a book. 

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Let your child  choose a book to 

read

- While reading, try to change your 
voice throughout the book to focus on the different 
things that happen in the story 

- Read the whole book uninterrupted once, then read the 
book again and  ask ’who/what/when/why/how many’ 
questions about the story on each page as you read e.g. 
“Who jumped into the water?” , “When did the boy go to 
the beach?’ , “What did the mom cook?” , “Why did the 
dog bark?” , “How many apples did the boy buy?” etc. 

- Hand your child the book and ask him/her to ‘read’ (retell) 
the story to you using the pictures and using his/her 
imagination

- Show your child how to hold the book correctly and how 
to handle the pages gently when turning them 

- Once you have read the book many times and your child 
is familiar with the story, you can ask e.g. ”What happens 
next” , “How do you think the boy is feeling?” , “What 
happens at the end?”

!
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What you need:

• Reading book



• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Your child is now old enough to 

start learning more 
complicated concepts about a 
book 

- Show your child the different parts of a book:
- the spine of the book
- the front and back cover of the book
- the title (name) of the book
- the first page 

- Teach your child about reading by showing him/her:
- What to read (“We read words”)
- Where to start to read (top left corner)
- The direction of the text (“We read from here (left) to here (right)” )
- When to turn a page (to continue reading on the next page)

- Show and teach these concepts to your child every 
time you read a book

- When your child is familiar with them, hand your 
child the book and ask him/her questions about 
where different things are e.g. “Where is the name of 
the book?”, “Where do we start reading the book?” , 
”Do we read pictures, or do we read words?” etc.

What you need:

• Reading book
!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Let your child choose a book to 

read

- Read the book together and 
talk about what happened in 
the story

- Ask your child which part of the book was his/her 
favourite part or what he/she learnt from the book

- Place some paper and crayons in front of your child 
and ask him/her to draw a picture of his/her favourite 
part of the story

- You can also make your own book:
- Fold paper to make a book
- Let your child make-up a story and draw pictures onto each page to tell 

the story 

- Give the book a title (name) and write it together with your child’s name 
onto the front cover as the author

!
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What you need:

• Reading book
• Paper

• Crayons

%



• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)
- Gather any household items 

your child is familiar with e.g. 
bottle, spoon, brush, cup, etc.

- Talk to your child about an item 
and what you use it for e.g. “We 
drink from the bottle” , “We eat 
with a spoon” etc.

- Hide one of the items under a towel/cloth/blanket 
and ask your child where the item is e.g. “Where is 
the bottle?”, “Where is the spoon?” etc.

- Count to three and uncover the item and say: “There 
it is!” 

- Hide it again under the towel/cloth/blanket and ask 
where it is, then reveal it again while counting to 
three saying: “There it is!”

- After a few tries you can leave the item covered to 
see if your child will make an attempt to uncover it 
by himself/herself

!
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• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)
- Make playdough (see back of 

book for the DIY playdough 
recipe)

- Gather household items that 
can be pressed into playdough

- Present your child with one 
item e.g. key, spoon, pen, comb, 
etc.

- Talk to your child about the item e.g. what the item 
looks like, what the item feels like, the colour of the 
item, etc. 

- Then let your child press the item into the playdough 
so that it makes an imprint into the playdough 

- Take it out of the playdough and make your child 
aware that the imprint and the item still look the 
same, making him/her aware of the length of the 
item, the shape of the item, etc. 

- Ask your child if the print and the item look the same 
or different and then repeat using different  items

!
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What you need:

• Household 
items

• Towel/cloth/ 
blanket

What you need:

• Household 
items (e.g. 
key, spoon, 
pen, etc.)

• Playdough 



Understanding differences and similarities between things helps children to  match, sort and 
classify objects and information. Through practicing these skills, children learn to analyse and 
compare. These are important skills needed for everyday problem solving and mathematics. 

• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)

- Place different household items 
onto a big piece of paper and 
trace around them

- Take the items off again

- Give the sheet of paper with 
the traced outlines as well as 
the different items to your child

- Ask your child to find the
matching items and to place them onto their traced 
outline

- Talk to your child how the items are the same or 
different 

- Introduce your child to the features of each item e.g. 
the length of the item, the shape of the item, etc. 

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Gather household items that 

are the same but different 
sizes/lengths e.g. different 
length shoelaces, different sizes 
of pots, different sizes of 
Tupperware, different sizes of 
spoons, different sizes of socks, 
etc.

- Put all the items mixed together 
into a box/bag/crate/basket

- Ask your child to sort the items according to what 
they are e.g. all the pots together, all the spoons 
together, all the Tupperware together, all the 
shoelaces together, etc.

- Use one set of items e.g. the spoons and introduce 
your child to different sizes and lengths

- Ask your child to sort each set of items according to 
size or length e.g. from longest to shortest, from 
biggest to smallest, etc. 

!
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What you need:

• Household 
items (e.g. 
shoelaces, 
spoons, pots, 
etc.)

• Box/bag/ 
crate/basket

What you need:

• Household 
items (e.g. 
key, spoon, 
pen, shoes, 
measuring 
cup, etc.)

• Paper
• Pen



• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Gather three household items of 

different heights e.g. three 
different size spoons, etc.

- Ask your child to stand next to 
someone taller than him/her and 
ask “Are you taller or shorter 
than him/her?” and give the 
taller household item to that 
person

- Repeat with someone/something shorter than your 
child (if you do not have someone shorter you can 
put a toy next to your child) and give the shorter 
household item to that person/toy

- Ask your child to re-arrange everyone (himself/herself 
someone taller and someone/something shorter) 
from tallest to shortest while holding the house hold 
items and take a photo to show your child the order 
of different sizes (if you cannot take a picture, draw a 
picture to show your child)

- Mix up the three household items and ask your child 
to put them in order from tallest to shortest

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- On a piece of paper draw 5 lines of 

different heights e.g. a 5cm line, an 
8cm line and 12cm line, etc.

- Place the piece of paper in front of 
your child and ask him/her to show 
you the tallest line and the 
shortest line (you may need to 
remind your child what tall and 
short is by demonstrating the 
concept with his/her body) 

- Ask him/her to find items around the house that has the 
same height as the line drawn on the paper

- Once your child has found 5 items, mix them up and ask 
him/her to put the items in order from tallest to 
shortest using the piece of paper as a guide

- Remove the piece of paper and ask your child to put the 
items in order from tallest to shortest 

Note: Make sure that you use the same words for all activities when 
teaching one concept e.g. for height only use tall and short, for length only 

use long and short.

!
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What you need:

• Piece of 
paper

• Ruler
• Pen
• Household 

items

What you need:

• Different 
family 
members

• Household 
items



• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)
- Make paint (see back of book for 

the DIY paint recipe) adding 
some coarse salt to the mixture 
for a different texture

- Place the paint and toilet rolls in 
front of your child

- Ask your child to decorate the 
toilet rolls using his/her fingers 
to paint. Help your child if he/she

is still very young by sitting behind him/her and 
gently placing your hands over his/hers and moving 
them around in the paint

- Allow your child to feel the paint, moving it around
- Decorate the toilet rolls. Once they are dry, cut them 

into pieces and place them into a container
- Hide toys in the container with the toilet rolls and 

ask your child to find the toys (if your child is very 
young you can demonstrate and say "where’s the 
toy, where’s it — there it is” and pull the toy out)

!

• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)
- Together with your child, make 

little ‘dolls’ from toilet rolls by 
painting and decorating them 
to look like different people or 
animals

- Use a box to make a house or 
furniture e.g. a bed for the 
‘dolls’, a chair for the ‘dolls’, etc.

- Help your child to play with the 
‘dolls’, exciting his/her  
imagination, creativity and role 
playing

- Let your child play with the ‘dolls’ often, the more 
he/she plays the more his/her imagination will grow

- You can also use the toilet roll ‘dolls’ as puppets for a 
puppet show to tell your child some stories

!
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What you need:

• Toilet rolls
• Paint
• Scissors
• Container
• Small toys

What you need:

• Toilet rolls
• Paint
• Crayons/pens
• Paper
• Old cloth
• Boxes
• Scissors 
• Glue



Problem solving is an important skill that your child needs to learn. Try to provide many 
different opportunities for your child to explore and problem solve using his/her imagination 

and creativity. 

• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)
- Cut the toilet rolls open by 

making a slit through the length 
of the roll

- Fold out the two ends you cut 
and place them onto the floor 
creating tunnels (use Sellotape 
to hold them in place)

- Make a long pathway of tunnels 
facing different directions

- Use a small ball that fits through 
the tunnel or make balls using 
cotton wool/newspaper

- Let your child crawl on the floor and push the ball 
through the tunnel obstacle course

- You can also have races by making two paths with 
tunnels and using two balls

- You can also colour the toilet rolls in different colours 
using paint and create rules e.g. your child must for 
first go through all the blue tunnels and then through 
all the red tunnels

- You can also ask your child to count each tunnel as 
he/she pushes the ball through it, remember to help 
your child by counting out loud with him/her

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Help your child make a catapult 

- Put an elastic band around a 
toilet roll, securing it tightly

- Stick the end of the handle of 
the wooden spoon (or any 
kitchen utensil) through the 
elastic attached to the toilet roll

- For more stability fix the toilet roll to a flat surface 

- Let your child make little balls from cotton wool or 
newspaper

- Use the catapult to shoot the cotton wool/ 
newspaper balls at a target

- Ask your child to shoot a specific number of balls e.g. 
“Shoot three balls at the target” etc. 

- You can also measure who can shoot the furthest

!
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What you need:

• Toilet roll
• Elastics
• Wooden 

spoon
• Cotton wool/ 

Newspaper

What you need:

• Toilet rolls
• Scissors
• Sellotape 

(optional)
• Ball/Cotton 

wool/ 
Newspaper



• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Collect lots of toilet rolls and let 

your child paint all the toilet rolls 
(see back of book for the DIY 
paint recipe)

- Help your child to sellotape/glue 
all the toilet rolls together to 
make the walls of a castle

- Use longer rolls (e.g. kitchen 
towel rolls or two toilet rolls on 
top of each other) at the four 
corners to make watchtowers 

- Together with your child make an 
entrance gate and four flags using cardboard and 
paper

- Ask your child to glue the flags onto sticks/straws 
and then glue each flag into a watchtower

- To excite your child’s imagination, help him/her to 
make people and animals to play with in the castle 
(see Toilet Rolls MOVING ON activity)

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- For the dog puppet, make holes into 

toilet rolls:
- Head: pierce right through one end of the ½

toilet roll, to make two holes
- Body: pierce two holes at the top of the other 

toilet roll and four holes at the bottom (for the 
legs)

- Ask your child to decorate the toilet 
rolls as a dog:
- Head: make ears and eyes from paper and glue 

them onto the top of the ½ toilet roll
- Body: use paint (see back of book for DIY paint 

recipe) to decorate

- Ask your child to thread a piece of 
string through two holes at the 
bottom of the body to become the 
front legs (repeat for the back legs) 
and tie macaroni/piece of straw to the 
end of each string (leg) to make feet

- Use string to tie two sticks together making an’ X’ shape and 
help your child to thread a long piece of string in through the 
back hole and out through the front hole of the body and then 
through both holes on the head, making knots at each hole to 
hold the head in place 

- Tie both ends of the long string to the ‘X’ sticks

- Make a puppet show with your child, you can even try make 
other animals or people using the same concept

!
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What you need:

• 1 ½ Toilet Rolls
• Paint
• Scissors
• Glue
• String
• 2 Sticks
• 4 Macaroni/ 

straw pieces
• Paper

What you need:

• Toilet Rolls
• Paint
• Scissors
• Sellotape/ 

glue
• Cardboard/ 

paper
• 4 Sticks/ 

straws

"



• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)
- Fill a see-through plastic bag 

with a liquid item and a few 
drops of food colouring

- Remove as much air as you can 
while taping the bag closed. 
Tape it onto the window or onto 
a piece of cardboard

- Ask your child to lie on his/her 
tummy facing the painting pad 
if it is on the floor or to stand 
near the window if you stuck it 
to the window

- Give your child some time to be 
creative and enjoy the texture 
using his/her fingers to feel

- Ask your child to move the colour around using 
his/her fingers to mix the colours

- Talk to your child about the different colours, 
textures and pictures that he/she makes

!
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• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)
- Fold a piece of paper in half then 

open it again 

- Put news paper under the paper 
and drop small blobs of food 
colouring in the middle of the 
page

- Give your child a straw and ask 
him/her to blow the food 
colouring around the page to 
make a pattern

- When your child is finished blowing his/her pattern, help 
him/her to carefully fold the paper in half on the line you 
made earlier

- Squash the food colouring around between the folded 
paper, spreading out the colour as much as you can

- Allow the picture to dry on a flat surface and once 
completely dry, add some detail to the picture e.g. eyes, 
feelers, wings, etc. 

!
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What you need:

• See through 
plastic bag  
e.g. empty rice bag 
or zip-lock bag

• Food 
colouring

• Any liquid
e.g. gel glycerine/ 
a squirt of body 
lotion/a squirt of 
sunlight liquid/a 
squirt of baby oil 
/shaving cream

• Tape

What you need:

• News paper
• Food 

colouring
• Straw
• Paper 
• Koki



Help your child to explore the world around him/her by experimenting with different things. 
Develop your child’s curiosity by providing him/her with many different stimulating  activities. 

Create a hunger to learn in your child! 

• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)
- Talk to your child about different 

types of animals

- Ask him/her which animal is 
his/her favourite and why

- Ask your child to think about 
what his/her favourite animal

looks like (you can help your child by asking questions 
e.g. “What colour fur does it have?”, “Is it a big or 
small animal?”, “How many legs does it have?” etc.)

- Make paint (see back of book for the DIY paint recipe) 
and together with your child make a handprint on a 
piece of paper and allow the paint to dry

- Decorate the handprint to turn it into your child’s 
favourite animal e.g. add a nose, eyes, ears, etc.

- Talk about different animals asking your child some 
questions e.g. “Where does the monkey live?”, “What 
does it eat?”, “What sound does a pig make?” etc. 

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Pour some milk into a flat plate,  

covering the bottom of the plate 
with milk

- Add tiny drops of food colouring 
(can use different colours if you 
have) to the milk but do not mix

- Ask your child to dip an earbud 
into sunlight liquid and then into 
the food colouring drops

- Tell your child to watch what happens when he/she 
dips the earbud into the various drops of food colouring

- Talk to your child about what you are seeing and allow 
your child to ask questions, experiment with changing 
the colour of the milk

- You can also use the earbud to draw a creative picture

!
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What you need:

• Food 
colouring

• Milk
• Plate/ flat 

container
• Earbuds
• Dish washing 

liquid

What you need:

• Paint
• Paper
• Koki’s

#



• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Ask your child to fill three glasses 

with water and add a different 
colour drop of food colouring (red, 
yellow, blue) to each glass

- Help your child to set-up six glasses 
in a circle making sure that an 
empty glass is in-between each 
coloured water glass e.g. blue, 
empty, red, empty, yellow, empty

- Ask your child to roll toilet paper 
into six long sausages and add 
them as a link between each glass, 
making sure that one end

of the sausage dips into the coloured water and the 
other end of the sausage hangs into the empty glass

- Watch how the coloured water slowly gets soaked up by 
the toilet paper and how it moves the water into the 
empty glass next to it

- Watch the glasses over 24-48 hours, the colours of a 
rainbow should start to appear 

- Talk to your child about what you see and explain to 
him/her that when two colours mix they become 
another colour e.g. red + blue = purple, blue + yellow = 
green, red + yellow = orange

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Ask your child to mix a cup of 

water with a drop of food 
colouring

- Fill an empty bottle half full with 
oil

- Carefully pour the coloured 
water into the bottle with the oil

- Close the lid tightly or preferably glue it on to ensure 
that the liquid does not spill when shaken

- Ask your child to shake the bottle and watch how 
the coloured water makes little bubbles in the oil 

- Talk to your child about what you see

- Talk to your child about the colours, shapes and sizes 
of the different bubbles

Note: You can also make different colour bottles to talk about colours

!
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What you need:

• Food 
colouring

• Oil
• Water
• Bottle

What you need:

• 6 Glasses
• Water
• Toilet paper
• Red, yellow & 

blue food 
colouring

%



Young children learn the best through play and having fun. They need a lot of
repetition to learn. So do the activities over and over.
You play a big role in your child’s development and learning. Make this your
priority to ensure a good future for your child.
Please share these activities with all your family and friends. The more that can
benefit from what we do, the better.

Below are our social media platform details, please follow and like us for any
updates:

Website f : thelearninginitiative.org  
Email l : info@thelearninginitiative.org  
Facebook K : TheLearningInitiativeNPO
Instagram X : thelearninginitiative



Ingredients:

- 1 cup flour

- 1 cup salt

- 1 cup water

- Food colouring

Method:

- Step 1: Place flour and salt in a 
bowl

- Step 2: Add water and food 
colouring

- Step 3: Stir well

You can also add glitter, sand or 
more salt to the paint mixture.

Ingredients

- 1 cup of Flour

- ¼ cup of Salt
- ½ cup Water

- 1 teaspoon Vegetable oil
- Food colouring

Method:

- Step 1: Place the flour and salt 
in a bowl

- Step 2: Add water, oil and food 
colouring

- Step 3: Stir well and knead

- Step 4: If too wet, add more 
flour

Play dough recipe can last for a few 
weeks. Store it in an airtight container in 
the fridge to last longer.

Ingredients
- 2 cups of Flour
- 1 cup of Salt
- 1 cup Water
- Food colouring

Method:
- Step 1: Place the flour and salt 

in a bowl
- Step 2: Add water and food 

colouring
- Step 3: Stir well and knead
- Step 4: If too wet, add more 

flour

Salt dough holds its shape and hardens 
when left out to dry.
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HOMEMADE PAINT RECIPE

HOMEMADE PLAY DOUGH RECIPE

HOMEMADE SALT DOUGH RECIPE



You can also use items from your cupboards to make DIY paint? Look at these 
examples:

Tomato sauce, 

Red paprika dissolved in water

Mix together tomato sauce, ground tumeric and flour 
Boil carrots and blend until smooth

Mix ground tumeric and water

Mix the yellow and blue DIY paint 
Boil spinach/kale and blend until smooth

Boil some red cabbage, remove water and add half a 
teaspoon baking powder to water
(baking powder changes water from purple to blue)

Boil red cabbage and use water 
Mix beetroot juice and flour

Coffee, Tea or Sand/Mud
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On behalf of The Learning Initiative Team we 
would like to thank each and every parent 
and caregiver who assisted us with taking 

pictures for this activity book. We are over-
joyed by all the support we have received! 
Thank you for believing in us and helping us 

along our journey.

We would also like to thank the Western 
Cape Department of Social Development for 

your continued support, guidance and 
backing. We could not be more grateful and 

blessed to still have the opportunity to 
impact so many lives.
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Developed by the Blocks 4 Growth Team, 
a product of The Learning Initiative


